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QUESTION 1

An LTM Specialist configures the following iRule on an LTM device: when HTTP_REQUEST { if {[string tolower
[HTTP::uri]] contains "/URI1/" } { pool Pool1 } elseif {[string tolower [HTTP::uri]] contains "/URI2/" } { pool Pool2 } elseif
{[string tolower [HTTP::uri]] contains "/URI3/" } { pool Pool3 }

 else { pool Pool4} } Given the following request: http://www.example.comURI1/index.html?fu=barandpass=1234 

Which pool will be selected by the iRule? 

A. Pool1 

B. Pool2 

C. Pool3 

D. Pool4 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

-- Exhibit 





-- Exhibit -Refer to the exhibits. 

Which URL on which server is causing the highest latency for users? 

A. /slow1.php on 172.16.20.3 

B. /slow2.php on 172.16.20.1 

C. /reflector.php on 172.16.20.2 

D. /Compress.HTML on 172.16.20.1 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

-- Exhibit 





-- Exhibit -

Refer to the exhibits. 

An LTM Specialist is reconfiguring a virtual server to redirect all clients to HTTPS. Testing reveals that the redirect is



functioning incorrectly. As part of the troubleshooting process, the LTM Specialist performs a packet capture. 

What is the issue? 

A. The redirect is causing an infinite loop. 

B. The virtual server is missing a clientssl profile. 

C. The redirect is sending the client to the incorrect location. 

D. The virtual server is incorrectly processing the HTTP request. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

An HTTP 1.1 application utilizes chunking. 

Which header should be used to notify the client\\'s browser that there are additional HTTP headers at the end of the
message? 

A. ETag 

B. From 

C. Trailer 

D. Expect 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

An LTM Specialist is customizing local traffic logging. 

Which traffic management OS alert level provides the most detail? 

A. Alert 

B. Notice 

C. Critical 

D. Emergency 

E. Informational 

Correct Answer: E 

 



QUESTION 6

-- Exhibit -





-- Exhibit -Refer to the exhibit. A company uses a complex piece of client software that connects to one or more virtual
servers (VS) hosted on an LTM device. The client software is experiencing issues. An LTM Specialist must determine
the cause of the problem. The LTM 

Specialist has the tcpdump extract. The client loses connection with the LTM device. Where is the reset originating? 

A. the local switch 

B. the application server 

C. the device initiating the connection D. the destination device of the initial connection 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

An LTM Specialist must perform a hot fix installation from the command line. 

What is the correct procedure to ensure that the installation is successful? 

A. import the hot fix to the /var/shared/images directory check the integrity of the file with an md5 checksum tmsh apply
sys software hotfix volume .iso 

B. import the hot fix to the /var/shared/images directory check the integrity of the file with an md5 checksum tmsh install
sys software hotfix .iso volume  

C. import the hot fix to the /shared/images directory check the integrity of the file with an md5 checksum tmsh apply sys
software hotfix volume .iso 

D. import the hot fix to the /shared/images directory check the integrity of the file with an md5 checksum tmsh install sys
software hotfix .iso volume  

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Which iRule will reject any connection originating from a 10.0.0.0/8 network? 

A. when CLIENT_ACCEPTED { set remote_ip [IP::addr [IP::remote_addr] mask 8] switch $remote_ip { 

 "10.0.0.0" { reject }

 "11.0.0.0" { pool pool_http1}

 default { pool http_pool }

 } 

} 



B. when CLIENT_ACCEPTED { set remote_ip [IP::addr [IP::local_addr] mask 8] switch $remote_ip { "10.0.0.0" { reject }
"11.0.0.0" { pool pool_http1} default { pool http_pool }

 } 

} 

C. when CLIENT_ACCEPTED { set remote_ip [IP::addr [IP::client_addr] mask 255.0.0.0] switch $remote_ip { "10.0.0.0"
{ reject } "11.0.0.0" { pool pool_http1} default { pool http_pool }

 } 

} 

D. when CLIENT_ACCEPTED { set remote_ip [IP::addr [IP::local_addr] mask 255.0.0.0] switch $remote_ip { "10.0.0.0" {
reject } "11.0.0.0" { pool pool_http1} default { pool http_pool }

 } 

} 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

An LTM Specialist realizes that a datacenter engineer has changed the console baud rate. Which command determines
the current baud rate via the command line interface? 

A. tmsh show /ltm console 

B. tmsh show /sys console 

C. tmsh list /sys baud-rate 

D. tmsh list /net baud-rate 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Given this as the first packet displayed of an ssldump: 

2 2 1296947622.6313 (0.0001) S>CV3.1(74) Handshake

 ServerHello

 Version 3.1

 random[32]= 



19 21 d7 55 c1 14 65 63 54 23 62 b7 c4 30 a2 f0 

b8 c4 20 06 86 ed 9c 1f 9e 46 0f 42 79 45 8a 29

 session_id[32]= 

c4 44 ea 86 e2 ba f5 40 4b 44 b4 c2 3a d8 b4 ad 

4c dc 13 0d 6c 48 f2 70 19 c3 05 f4 06 e5 ab a9

 cipherSuite TLS_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA

 compressionMethod NULL 

In reviewing the rest of the ssldump, the application data is NOT being decrypted. 

Why is ssldump failing to decrypt the application data? 

A. The application data is encrypted with SSLv3. 

B. The application data is encrypted with TLSv1. 

C. The data is contained within a resumed TLS session. 

D. The BigDB Key Log.Tcpdump.Level needs to be adjusted. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

-- Exhibit 

-- Exhibit -Refer to the exhibit. 

An LTM Specialist is investigating reports that users are unable to perform some commands through an FTP virtual
server. The LTM Specialist performs a capture on the server side of the LTM device. 

What is the issue with the application? 

A. data connection failing 

B. LIST command disallowed 

C. PORT command disallowed 



D. command connection failing 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Which two subsystems could the LTM Specialist utilize to access an LTM device with lost management interface
connectivity? (Choose two.) 

A. AOM 

B. ILO 

C. SCCP 

D. ALOM 

Correct Answer: AC 
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